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A good book to have, however, not the very best for wilderness survival A jack-of-all-trades approach to a variety of
what-if scenarios in survival circumstances if they are urban or wilderness. A lot of them of which you'll probably by no
means encounter in lifestyle. A nice book to have, but not a priority book to have if you are looking for a great
wilderness survival reserve, or if you're looking for a simple reserve to prepare you for the most probable of scenarios.
With that said, I would still recommend this reserve for folks like me who enjoy immersing themselves in whatever
involves education or trained in unlikely survival situations. Fairly superficial but addresses a wide range of topics...
Chock FULL of extremely useful tidbits of survival details. Even probably the most diehard fanboy of most issues bugout
will be thoroughly impressed! Contemplate it the "Sector Bible"...YES, it's THAT good. He constantly picks it up merely
to read little sections. From refresher understanding, to skilled preppers, that one is the ONLY book for when the SHTF
(and it'll, maybe earlier than we thought, so get your's today. Perfect for the personal reliant person! This book rocks !!
This book is simply excellent. An excellent reference device to refer back again to many times. Interesting examine.
Whether its man made or an all natural disaster situation, this book can help you with step by step instructions. Jack-of-
all-trades-master-of-none kind of book. It is full of useful info. The cover is very nice Probably an odd thing to state
about a survival book: it's beautiful.. Some things are pretty basic knowledge, but if you're "town folk" and need to pick
up some emergency/survival information this is an easy read. As a beginner to the "survival globe" my hubby really
enjoys this reserve. This book ought to be in everyone's bugout or NGH (never going house) bag. it's beautiful. The
publication is discussed really well and everything you are searching for is conveniently found." It is filled with excellent
color images and offers some good insight. Great Book because of this noob I'm a newbie hiker and adventurer which
book actually opened my eye to a lot more than just nature. Four Stars Great Gift! Assemble a survival kit, how to start a
fire, survive in a swamp, or how to craft a raft. Present for my husband - he loves it. If you are a noob like me, buy this
book! Interesting read. It is filled with useful information. The reserve is layed out really well . The cover is quite nice.
The webpages are full color glossy.This book is beautifully illustrated and to the point.. Nice "quick reference" type of
manual. the best use for the book will be fire starting The book was shipped today, so I spent a few hours reading it, and
found the the 333 things which could get you out alive are covered in so little detail that you almost certainly require a
few more books with you to complete the lacking information. A different source will be better for actual wilderness
survival, etc. Entertaining book. A really good publication to "enhance one's understanding. They use real images in thew
book which is great and the info given for survival is quite descriptive. It really is more enjoyable than actual "how
exactly to," but still worth the money to me. Within an emergency situation, the very best make use of for the book will
be fire starting. You will not regret it. Simple concise language, clear to see explanations, and a well-planned design
makes this a must read for anyone that's serious about finding your way through disasters in these uncertain occasions.
Good Luck Out There if You Don't Have got This Manual. I'm so glad I bought it. Recommended to be a starting point for
deeper reading if preferred. DON'T delay). Everything you need to know Great information Great book Four Stars Looks
finest on a large tablet, like the Fire HD 10 or Nexus 9. Three Stars Most of the things in the publication any with any
outdoor sense should know. Five Stars interesting read Was this said to be a funny book? These are ridiculous tips. A lot
is common understanding, and the others are incomplete.I think this is an excellent reference book for anyone who
wants to learn some simple survival skills that will carry you everywhere.
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